
Lukas Borl has been and active anarchist organizer who is in the movement. He has 
been involved in many projects, protest, he held talks and presentations on different 
topics, always criticizing hierarchical social structures and capitalism. In the past few 
years Lukas has been an active member of Solidarity network of Most (his hometown) an 
organization that supports exploited workers and protects them against the Co's. Also, 
he was one of the founders of anarchist community center "Ateneo" which was a site for 
contra-cultural, social and political activities in  the province of Most. All this time Lukas 
has been expressing his anarchist ethics very openly on public. Since Operation Fenix 
begun, he actively has been fighting the repression and criticized the police even more 
than before, which lead towards his persecution on several occasions. Some months 
from after the Fenix first wave he felt being under special focus of the state agents. He 
said that every step of his was surveyed and he was followed by  undercover cops, had 
police checks around the place where he stayed at and the agents were harassing the 
people in his surrounding. Under these circumstances Lukas decided to move to under-
ground - to illegality. By the end of 2015, media published the message that Lukas is 
internationally wanted. Police of Czech republic confirmed that information when they 
made a profile of Lukas on their website. In that time police illegally entered several flats 
with the excuse of looking for Lukas. There was no trace of him though. Unfortunately, 
he was captured in the city of Most on September 4th. As he said in his letter he couldn't 
resist the feeling of loneliness from his closest ones, because this itself is a form of 
imprisonment itself and when he went to his home town, a police caught him. Ironically 
the cop who saw him and arrested him was his classmate from elementary school. That 
confirms the old truth, that ALL COPS ARE BASTARDS. Once they have an uniform, 
they will follow orders regardless of their own feelings. Now Lukas is kept in hands of 
enemies in custody jail in Litomerice. From his letter we can see that he is doing pretty 
alright and keeps a strong spirit. He is ready to continue the struggle. A letter and or any 
kind of solidarity action is welcome and would mean a lot for him, mostly to remind him 
that he is not alone in this.

If you want to donate some money for his legal defense and vegan food send money to 
ABC account:
8760190237/0100
IBAN CZ98 0100 0000 0087 6019 0237
SWIFT CODE: KOMBCZPPXXX (KOMBCZPP)

To write letter, his address is:
Lukáš Borl 1.3.1982
Vazební věznice Litoměřice
Veitova 1
412 81 Litoměřice

An anarchist Lukáš Borl captured and imprisoned


